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Abstract 

The paper has as goal to introduce and shortly describe the concept of the „fiscality trace” on the 
economy. In this end, firstly, the general structure of the economic behaviour causality is analysed 
and conceptualized. Secondly, the specific differences of the fiscal behaviour are introduced, based 
on sufficiency predicates. As a result, the emerging of an abstract mechanisms of the fiscal 
behaviour pattern is built and essentially debated. All these edify the final analysis in the study, 
which define the „fiscal trace” on the economy, based on the concept of fiscal behaviour pattern. A 
series of philosophical, juridical, psychological arguments are gathered and combined in order to 
highlight the relevance of the concept of „fiscal trace” on the economy.  
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1. Introduction 

The economic behaviour is generated, in its fundamental lines, by the economic interest. The 
economic interest is that type of intentionality1 that is justified by the stringency of an economic 
need2. So, the economic behaviour could be defined as the set of acts3, at individual or at certain 
social group (if can be identified a „behavioural „stream”, that is, a homogenous behavioural 
pattern of the group4) level, oriented to an economic goal, that is, to an economic need satisfying. 
The satisfied or desirably to be satisfied economic need mustn’t be visible, that is, it mustn’t be 
situated in the proximity of the economic act (or acts), but it may be put into evidence by of a last 
resort analysis (for example, one who buy a credit title doesn’t think to immediately satisfy an 
economic need, but to satisfy it in a large time horizon, through a larger chain future of economic 
transactions).  

Concerning the concept of economic behaviour, I’ll discuss below the following five issues: 

a. what is the structure of the economic behaviour? 

b. what is the structure of the economic behaviour of the fiscal type? 

c. what is the mechanism of generating a pattern of the fiscal behaviour? 

d. what is the „plasticity” vs the „rigidity” of the fiscal behaviour? 

                                                           
1
 I will consider the concept of intentionality in its Husserl-ian signification, i.e., like an orientation, or propension, or 

„focusing of the eyes” (i.e., of the perception or comprehending effort) on something (object, phenomenon, process). In 
the present study case, the „target” of the intentionality will be considered an external entity, but not an internal one, 
related to the observer/cognitive subject. 
2
 I understand by the economic need a necessity (in its logical sense, i.e., an imperative situation) that is conditioning the 

biological (or, at least, the physiological) existence of the humans. Being an economic need, it is connected to the social 
character of the humans, so we can say the economic need refers not only the biological existence of the individual, but 
also the biological existence of the social group (no matter the aggregation level of such a social group). 
3
 The act represents a reification or objectivation (i.e., an exteriorization generating a change within the external 

environment) of an intentionality. 
4
 For example, the institutional sectors within the national accounts system are established based on identifying such a 

behavioural pattern: the same source of the revenue, respectively, the same role performed inside the economic 
process). 
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e. is there an invariant of the fiscal behaviour, that is, is there an „imprint” of the fiscality on 
the economy? 

2. Opinions 

(a) The structure of the economic behaviour 

I’ll say, from the beginning, that the economic behaviour isn’t an innate behaviour. A question is, 
however, arising here: that of the survival instinct. The survival instinct (that is, the instinct aimed to 
conserve the physical integrity or, larger, to conserve the life itself) apparently stays in a close 
relation of causality with the economic behaviour, as above defined. In this context, my opinion is 
the survival instinct must be eliminated from the presumptive list of the economic behaviour 
causes, simply because the economic behaviour is of a cultural type behaviour (i.e., based on values 
and intentionality), while the acts linked to the survival instincts of the individual is of a natural type 
of behaviour. Remember the economic behaviour was defined as reification (materialization, 
objectivation) of intentionality. Or, the intentionality implies the purpose (so, the conscience), that 
is, it is of cultural type, not a natural one. In this context, the irrepressible desire of the just born 
children to nourish must be considered situated outside the economic (like the non-cultural beings 
behaviour – animals or plants – that nourish), because they doesn’t establish, before nourishing 
process, the purpose of nourish (it seems – the biologists and the psychologists know well – that till 
a certain age, the new-born haven’t conscience). So, I think the economic behaviour is cultural 
originated. Once accepted this conclusion (or axiom, if you want), I will be interested from the 
structure of causality associated to the economic behaviour.  

The general typology of the behaviour can be represented as in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Logical delimitation of the three sources of economic behaviour regulation 

I think three components of such a structure of causality can be identified: 

i. an a-nomical causality: it is a causality based on opportunism, so that is not governed by 
any norms; of course, there is a purpose that direct the economic behaviour, but it is 
diffuse (vague, fuzzy), not a punctual one. As consequence, the implied intentionality is 
also diffuse, un-precipitated. However, we must accept, in essence, the presence of a 
purpose, otherwise we shouldn’t speak about economic behaviour5. 

                                                           
5
 The non-cultural beings (plants, animals, fungi, bacteria) have a behaviour (not an economic behaviour!) exclusively 

opportunistic (even the ambuscades used of most of them are generated also instinctual, based on repeating of 
analogues previous situations. So, the memory doesn’t the conscience, although the conscience implies the memory.  
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ii. an auto-nomical causality: it is a causality based on implicit or self-imposed norms (auto-
regulation); for example, the moral principles represent such a species of auto-nomical 
causality. The auto-nomical causality underlines the freewill compliance economic 
behaviour, because the norms are own issues, so they are parts of the axiological matrix 
concerning the economic behaviour of the issuer. 

iii. a hetero-nomical causality: it is a causality based on explicit norms externally issued and 
imposed to the subject (hetero-regulation); for example, the rules of a business 
deontological code, or the rules of the criminal code generates such a hetero-nomical 
causality. The rules imposed by the parents to their children under the legal responsibility 
age (and, often, over this age!), or the rules imposed by non-juridical codes with universal 
vocations (the Holy Bible, the Tora-Talmud, the Koran etc.). The hetero-nomical causality 
underlines the compulsory compliance economic behaviour6. 

A logical characterization of the three types of causality is shown in the figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Logical delimitation of the three sources of economic behaviour regulation 

 

Of course, the three components of the causal system of the economic behaviour haven’t rigid 
boundaries each to other. Historically (at the individual level, as well as at the social group level or 
even at the whole society level) the following processes happen: 

1. narrowing of the a-nomical causality sphere, determined by increasing  of the consciousness 
degree7; this process has, in my opinion, a necessary, not a contingent character; 

2. widening of the auto-nomical causality sphere, both determined by narrowing of the a-
nomical sphere, and by narrowing of the hetero-nomical sphere; this process has, in my 
opinion, a contingent character; 

3. narrowing of the hetero-nomical causality sphere, as the democracy within the human 
society is improved; this process has, as I believe, also a contingent character. 

While narrowing of the a-nomical causality sphere has a necessary and absolute character (its 
sphere become narrower by effective and definitive loss of some elements of such a causality), the 
widening of the auto-nomical causality, and the narrowing of the hetero-nomical causality have a 
relative character: the last two processes happen by migration of causality elements from the 
hetero-nomical sphere into the auto-nomical sphere. This process is of internalizing the external 
norms one, that is, of legitimizing the legality. Figure 3 shows these conclusions. 

                                                           
6
 I’m sure it is not needed to insist more on the crucial distinction between the legitimate compliance and the legal 

compliance.  
7
 I hope nobody understood I advocate for the existence of a so-called social conscience. I strongly believe only the 

individual has conscience, although a kind of consciences network can exist (possible even in a necessary way).  
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Figure 3. The „dialog” among the three classes of economic behaviour causality 

(b) The structure of the economic behaviour of fiscal type 

In order to identify the causality species of the economic behaviour of fiscal type in the genus of the 
general economic behaviour, firstly I will establish the sufficiency predicates of the economic 
behaviour of fiscal type. I think we have five such predicates: 

 origin: external. The fiscal behaviour is generated (determined) by external causes related to 
the individual or to the social group (including the civil society as a whole). Even from the 
perspective of the social economy we cannot accept auto-norms of fiscal type within the 
social economy structure. We have a very good reason to do so: the fiscality is only 
associated to the production and distribution of public goods8, but the social economy 
structures obviously produce private9 goods and services only. So, the normative authority in 
the fiscal behaviour field cannot be else than an authority that has the responsibility to 
produce and distribute public goods (the fiscal revenue of this authority is just the „price” of 
public goods and services, and it is not generated by the demand-supply mechanisms); 

 form: explicit (formal). The fiscal behaviour causality is strictly formalized. This sufficiency 
predicate ensures both the public knowledge (see the famous juridical principle according to 
nobody can defence itself by non-knowing of the law), and the homogeneity of the eligibility 
for compliance: any individual who is „eligible” as subject of a certain fiscal norm must 
respect exactly the same norm like any other subject „eligible” as subject of the same norm; 

 nature: discretionary. Although the fiscal norm is issued by an authority vested with this 
prerogative even by the individuals which are the subjects of the issued norm (to be 
observed we have here a sui-generis auto-regulation10), this norm appears and acts 

                                                           
8
 I anticipate and already reject a possible objection here: one can say the voluntariate delivers freely goods/services (so 

without the market intermediation, that is, in a similar way in which the state does). I want to say in the mentioned case 
one of the sufficiency predicates of the public good sis not verified: the non-exclusivity. 
9
 One could put, of course, the question of the voluntariate (the benevolent action). I have already answered this 

question above (see the previous footnote). 
10

 From this perspective, if we lead the discussion in a deeper kind, it would seem that in a genuine democratic society 
(i.e., where don’t arise any discrepancies between the public authority and the people sovereignty) a hetero-nomical 
causality couldn’t exist, including the fiscal causality. This conclusion goes however too far, because the vesting the 
public authority with the right to administrate the people sovereignty is a pure political vesting. Norming implies, in 
addition related to the political vesting, the expertise. But the expert conclusion could be contradictory with the generic 
people will (for example, in a war situation, the government could decide some requisitions of goods, wealth, or 
incomes; although this decision is against the interest and the will of people, it is, however, rational from the point of 
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imperatively, often with an insufficient justification for the subjects concerned. In this sense, 
the fiscal norm bears a discretionary nature11; 

 intentionality: public revenue. The „target” of the fiscal regulation is obtaining (collecting) of 
the public revenues (or budgetary revenues, if the private domain of the state is ignored) 
aimed to produce and distribute the public goods; 

 goal: non-diffuse. The fiscal goal is a very sharply, punctually determined. 

As conclusion, in the fiscal behaviour case, we have a pure hetero-nomical causality. The difference 
(the Aristotle-ian specific difference) between the fiscal causality and the general economic 
causality is done by two of the five sufficiency predicates, namely: the nature (discretionary) and 
the intentionality (focused on the public revenue). 

In figure 4 is shown the „pentagon” of the sufficiency predicates of the fiscal behaviour. 

 

Figure 4. The „pentagon” of the sufficiency predicates of the fiscal behaviour 

(c) The mechanism to generate the fiscal behaviour pattern 

By pattern of behaviour we understand a set of behavioural acts12 which verifies the following 
sufficiency predicates: 

 are convergent13: the acts has a common target (goal); 

 are internalized: this means they are sub-ordinate to an auto-nomical causality14 (generated, 
as shown before, by the three its sources: teleologizing the opportunism,  self-regulating, 

                                                                                                                                                                                                    
view of the birocrats, i.e., experts, so, it is acceptable). Here resides the logical necessity of the sufficiency predicate 
named discretionary nature of the fiscal causality. 
11

 A confusion is possible here, between the discretionary nature of the fiscal norm, and its discretionary functioning. 
Although, generally, one of them implies the other, there are also situations in which the discretionary nature of the 
fiscal norm is accompanied by a non-discretionary functioning of it. It is the case of the automatic fiscal stabilizers. Even 
outside the fiscal field there are such cases: for example, in the nominal economy sector, the exchange rate acts like an 
automatic monetary stabilizer concerning the commercial external account.   
12

 In a praxeological sense, by act must be understood either „to do”, or „to forbear”. The two categories of act are used 
in the deontic logic. 
13

 The convergence implies also other two possible mutual relationships between the behaviours (acts) that form the 
patter, namely: a) complementarity, and b) substitutability. Both the complementarity and the substitutability have 
specific rates (of complementarity, respectively of substitutability) which can be identified by a contextual and abstract 
analysis only, like the proposed in this study one.  
14

 I will also discuss, further, the internalizing ways, in order to additionally clarify the concept of behavioural pattern. 
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and legitimizing – by interiorizing – of the hetero-norms); in other words, the yet non-
internalized hetero-norms (i.e., the hetero-norms non yet axiologically legitimated) don’t 
constitute behaviour patterns15; 

 are persistent: the acts composing a behaviour pattern have a high stability or a high inertia 
that ensures they are persistent on a significant period of time; in fact, be persistent means 
be resilient, that is, having the capacity to neutralize the pressures aimed to alter the 
identity16. This ensures a behaviour pattern function as a recognizable behavioural 
„physiognomy” on a relevant period of time17; 

 are pro-cyclical: the acts composing a behavioural pattern must have the capacity to self-
fuelling even through them reification. In other words, the behavioural pattern has its own 
„genetic code” that allows it to self-replicate. The pro-cyclicity should not be confused with 
the persistence (above discussed) because, while the persistence acquires some 
obsolescence, this obsolescence is recovered just by the pro-cyclical character of the 
behavioural pattern.  

Based on this concept of the general behavioural pattern, I will now proceed to particularize it in 
order to obtain a generative model for the fiscal behavioural pattern. 

The fiscal norm is, at the common perception level (so, not at the rational one) a „hostile” norm. 
Indeed, the fiscal norm reduces both the wealth and the purchasing power of the individual (also of 
the legal person18). In this sense, the individual comprehends the fiscal norm like an external (i.e., 
hetero-nomically) attempt towards its well-being that was being acquired through its merits (effort, 
competence, risks assuming, tenacity, abnegation, and much more other opportunity costs).  

Taking into consideration this perception19, the channel of the fiscal norm internalization (i.e., the 
channel through the hetero-norm becomes an auto-norm) is blocked. In this situation, the fiscal 
behaviour pattern forming, as it was been before defined, is impossible. How do we going on? I 
think the solution is only done by the potential penalty included in the proper hetero-norm 
structure20. Logically, such a penalty signifies a cost that the individual who doesn’t voluntarily 
implement to the norm is charged as consequence. If the amount of this cost of the non-voluntarily 
compliance to the norm is greater than the cost of the voluntarily compliance to the norm, then the 
individual will choose (in a rational way, this time, by calculating the opportunity cost associated to 

                                                           
15

 Conceptually, we can also discuss the case of behavioural patterns generated either by hetero-norms, or by a 
functional mix between auto-norms and hetero-norms, but my opinion is, in such a case, the result could be a dilution 
of the concept of pattern itself. However, further research could identify and describe such a generalized concept of 
pattern. 
16

 From a logical point of view, the identity is conditioned by the persistence, although other secondary conditioners 
could be taken into consideration. 
17

 For example, the behaviourist theories are focused almost exclusively on such patterns of behaviour when they 
perform analyses, assessments and even they make predictions in economic, social or psychological fields. The main 
characteristic of the behaviourist theories is to consequently ignore any causality that generates and develop these 
pattern (we can say, they are focused on the kinematics, but non on the dynamics of the processes). 
18

 But not of the society as a whole! 
19

 Even if, at the rational level, the fiscal norm is accepted (for example, by a member of the Parliament that issued the 
given norm based on a specific rationality model), however, at the common perception level, it is rejected. The 
economic theory, despite some notable attempts, didn’t pass too far in the matter: it moves in a kind of social 
mechanics using its homo oeconomicus model of rationality, that doesn’t integrate the perception into its axioms and 
theorems. The relatively recent approaches based on rational or adaptive anticipations are rather palliatives, and 
regarding the probabilities (especially the objective probabilities) I think their using is even a conceptual mistake.  
20

 A norm that doesn’t contain, in its structure, a potential penalty for the cases of infringement of the norm, must be 
considered an un-proper norm.  
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the two alternatives possible) to implement the norm disposition. Some notations could help us to 
clarify all these: 

   : the cost of voluntarily compliance to the fiscal norm (for example, the amount of wealth 
or income prelevation); 

   : the const of voluntarily non-compliance to the fiscal norm (for example, the amount of 
the penalty) 

   
 : the subjective probability21 as the fiscal inspector identify the infringement of the fiscal 

norm; 

   
 : the subjective probability the identified subject violating of the fiscal norm pay the 

established penalty (administratively or juridically). 

The equilibrium condition (i.e., the un-decision condition) is:  

        
    

  

a. If         
    

 : the individual will act in compliance with the fiscal norm; that 
means he will internalize the fiscal hetero-norm by introducing it into its own fiscal 
behaviour pattern; 

b. If         
    

 : the individual will not act in compliance with the fiscal norm, so, 
he will not internalize the hetero-norm in its own fiscal behaviour pattern 

c. If         
    

 : the individual is placed in an un-decidable situation, so he must 
take into consideration other criteria (generally of non-monetary type, for example, 
the social prestige) in order o choose his behaviour.  

Let’s calculate the minimum value of the penalty (    
 ) that still ensure the voluntarily compliance 

with the fiscal norm. Then     
  

  

  
    

 . Consequently, the legislator will establish         
 . 

The corruption issue22 addresses the appropriate payment to the fiscal inspector so this inspector 
be willing do not „see” the non-compliance. Let’s note     the amount paid in order to corrupt the 
fiscal inspector. The acceptable value of such an amount that still maintains the subject that is the 

fiscal norm around the decision of the non-compliance with the fiscal norm,   ̃ , will be calculates 

as:   ̃          
    

 . In other words, if the cost of fiscal inspector corrupting is just   ̃  still 

maintain the choosing condition, that is:         
    

    ̃ . If we note   
  ̃ 

  , then the 

choice condition become:         
    

    . 

(d) The plasticity of the fiscal behaviour pattern (FBP) 

I have previously mentioned that a fiscal behaviour pattern must be characterized by persistence 
and pro-cyclicity. In fact, the two features ensure just the identity of the pattern in case, since they 
allow both the recognizability (in time and in space), and certain predictions or rational 
anticipations about the fiscal behaviour. Now, I would like to discuss some limits of the plasticity23 

                                                           
21

 I will say that the subjective probability is based on the subject expectations and it is quite different from the 
objective probability based on previous frequency. The most acceptable concept of probability is...probable the 
probability used in quantum mechanics or in the statistical mechanics (or thermodynamics), but such a question 
exceeds a lot the ambitions of the present study.  
22

 I think remains an open question if about corruption we can talk in relation with the public money only or more 
generally.  There are arguments of every part. However, I think a debate aimed to elucidate this issue should take into 
consideration two basic criteria: a) the semantics of the corruption concept; b) the economic consequences of the 
corruption. 
23

 By plasticity (of an object or a process)  I understand a modification potential, between established limits, so the 
identity be conserved. In other words, the plasticity is a measure of the inertiality. 
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of the fiscal behaviour pattern. More precisely, I will comments the following three issues: 1) 
forming factors of the FBP; b) perturbations factors of FBP; 3) the limits of the plasticity of the FBP. 

(1) I think there two categories of forming factors of the FBP: (1.a) causal factors, considered as 
active factors; (1.b) integrative factors, considered as passive factors. The causal factors are 
activated by actualizing of the fiscal scheme (FS)24, while the integrative factors are of two 
kinds: (1.b.1) the values of the implied subject (the subjective axiological matrix), 
respectively (1.b.2) FBP in place at the moment of activating of the causal factors. So, 
forming of the FBP is concomitantly depending from the causal factors and from the 
integrative factors. In fact, the integrative factors constitute just the „reception” device of 
the causal factors influences: some of these influences will be accepted (and, as 
consequence, will be integrated into the FBP), while others will be rejected. Of course, the 
accepted influences will be overtaken into the new „edition” of the FBP. This actualization 
possibility of the FBP (passing from the „i edition” to the „i+1 edition”) is just the content of 
the FBP plasticity. So, the plasticity of the FBP is its property to change its structure25. 

(2) The perturbation factors refer to the factors that have the potential to exercise an 
undesirable influence on the FBP. Conceptually, the perturbation factors are behaving both 
as active forming factors (i.e., actively exercise changing pressure on the FBP), and as passive 
forming factors (they diminish, augment, distort the active forming factors action, just like a 
filter). The list of the perturbation factors of the FBP has a strong contextualized character, 
because they are depending both from the structural conditions  of the involved system (the 
economic institutional level of development, the type of the common shared morale), and 
from the accidental (singular) conditions (for example, financial or economic crises). 

The above two factors action is synoptically described in figure 5 and 6. 

 

 

Figure 5. General logic of generating a the new edition of the FBP (1) 

                                                           
24

 By fiscal scheme I understand the set of the existent fiscal norms within a given economic system (for example, in a 
national economy). As is known, the actualization can take one of the following three forms: a) deleting; b) introducing; 
c) changing. 
25

 The question, still un-clarified (in the social sciences, the natural sciences, and in the cognitive sciences) of the causal 
priority of the function or, by the contrary, of the structure, in the relationship between the function and the structure 
will be ignored here. 
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Figure 6. General logic of generating a the new edition of the FBP (2) 

(3) The limits of the FBP plasticity constitute very important theoretical and methodological 
benchmarks concerning the programing of the fiscal scheme actualization. In essence, to 
every programed change of the fiscal scheme must be associated a coefficient risk of non-
legitimizing. This risk refers to the FBP inertia linked to the programed change in the fiscal 
scheme. For example, if is programed (or expected) a change in the fiscal scheme that put 
zero VAT to pork sales in a country with Muslim religion, this norm will never be internalized 
because the dominant axiological matrix. Likewise, introducing of the progressive tax regime 
on the personal income will not be internalized by the beneficiaries with high personal 
incomes because they will consider it is not fairly to be penalized for their merit. Of course, 
establishing or identifying the limits of the FBP plasticity leads us directly to the concept of 
threshold. By the concept of threshold we understand certain value of the pressure applied 
on a system that determines a change in the system structure and, consequently, a change 
in the system functioning26. So, the threshold constitutes a border that, once overcame, 
leads to alteration of the FBP identity, that is, to a new FBP. The axiological matrix is always 
opposing to reach the threshold but, in certain condition, this threshold is however reached. 
This is an issue that requires a deep study on the concept of the system inertiality27.  

(e) The fiscality trace on the economy 

Based on the above discussed, I now can introduce the concept of the fiscality trace on the 
economy. At first sight,  the sintagm „fiscality trace on the economy” requires the examination of 
the economic system as such, in an attempt to identity the features that the fiscality imprints on the 
economic system as such. I will argue that this point of view is wrong. The actually target of the 
subject called „fiscality trace on the economy” is constituted by the traces the fiscality imprints on 
the FBP. Of course, this doesn’t mean there are not influences of the modified FBP on the economic 
system as such, but these influences are transmitted through a vehicle: this vehicle is the FBP, that 
is, the economic subjects themselves or, better, the fiscal behaviour of the economic subjects. No 
fiscal norm is addressed to the economic system as such. Any fiscal norm is addressed just and only 
to the economic subjects. At the same time, is true that the fiscal norms aspire to generate final 
changes in the economic system itself, but these final changes are obtained also by the FBP change. 
So, by the fiscality trace on the economy I understand the FBP change following a certain change in 
the fiscal scheme. According to the above mentioned, no change is possible inside the FBP without 
it be internalized before. Now, what about the situation in which the economic subjects compliance 

                                                           
26

 As known, in the cybernetic systems theory the functionality refers to the systems outputs, while the functioning of 
own structure of the system is called behaviour. In this study I am interested in the behaviour only (fiscal behaviour, in 
fact), but we need to remember all the time the interdependences functionality and behaviour. 
27

 In the matter, see also our recent book, Rebuilding Economics. A Logical, Epistemological, and Methodological 
Approach, Lambert Academic Publishing, Saarbrucken, Germany, 2012, especially chapter 17, pp. 445-515. 
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a fiscal norm because a calculus28 only, but not by internalizing the given norm? (for example, in the 
case in which the opportunity cost of the non-compliance with the norm is greater than the 
opportunity cost of the compliance with it)? Here, we have to decide on the concept „behaviour by 
calculus”. In my opinion, this behaviour mustn’t be admitted into the FBP for some reasons: a) the 
sufficiency predicate concerning the internal character of the fiscal norm is infringed29; b) the 
concerned fiscal norm hasn’t the persistence that is specific for the axiological matrix only, that is, 
for the internalized/legitimized fiscal behaviour norms ; c) the external change of the fiscal scheme 
could have a quite high frequency (for example, in the economies in transition, or in periods of 
exiting from economic crises having a-typical features30); or, this means a FBP that would include 
such a norm become very volatile, so the concept of FBP would loss any theoretical and 
methodological relevance. So, based on these arguments, I repeat my position according with the 
FBP contains the internalized (i.e., legitimized) fiscal norms. 

As consequence, by fiscality trace on the economy I understand, basically, the set of FBP changes 
between the limits that maintain its identity (i.e., between the superior threshold and the inferior 
threshold of this identity). This means must be made a clear distinction between the fiscality impact 
on the economy and the fiscality trace on the economy. The fiscality trace must be considered a 
species of the genus called fiscality impact. More precisely, the concept of the fiscality impact 
contains both the fiscal trace and other changes o the fiscal scheme which aren’t internalized into 
the FBP. These changes of the fiscal scheme that aren’t internalized into the FBP we will call as 
behaviour by calculus. I don’t exclude, of course, that, on long run and under the influences of other 
economic, social or institutional factors outside the fiscal field, appear „mutual transmissions” 
between the fiscality impact and the fiscality trace (i.e., we have here, also, some plasticity31). 

Figure 7 visually shows this idea. 

 

Figure 7. Maintaining the identity of a given edition of a FBP 

The relationship between the fiscality impact and the fiscality trace is graphically represented in figure 8, and 
the logic mechanism to generate the two kinds of the fiscality trace (by contraction, respectively by 
widening) is shown in figure 9.  

                                                           
28

 The well-known de-constructivist Jacques Derrida said the freedom begins where the calculus stops. 
29

 Of course, here one could comment that introducing this sufficient predicate is an arbitrary decision and, 
consequently, by its elimination we could simply get a new definition of the FBP. Our counter-argument is that, of 
course, we can get to an alternative definition for FBP, but there are many arguments that proof the non-relevance and 
the non-reliability of such an alternative definition. 
30

 By a-typical features I understand those features that cannot be found an examined in a historical archive of these 
features. 
31

 For ones interested in the economic topology, these plasticities could constitute departures points for separate 
studies.  
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Figure 8. Conceptually relationship between the fiscality impact and the fiscality trace 

 

 

Figure 9. The two kinds of the fiscality trace: by contraction, and by widening 
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